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Since the early days of computing,
the demand of large scale
scientific
applications
on more powerful
hardware
platforms
has been a driving
force for the development
of advanced
software
environments
including
dedicated,
machine
optimized libraries
for scientific
computing.
As more and more
hardware
platforms
emerge, the adaption
of scientific
applications
codes to each new computer
architecture
requires
significant
programming
efforts. Some of these efforts can be
alleviated
by employing
restructuring
compilers
to restructure existing application
codes. However, restructuring
compilers need relatively
‘clean code’ without
many programming
tricks that are often exploited
by human programmers.
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While
code (rewriting
by hand is common
practice
in
the field of application
development,
it will be evident that
the (semi-) automatic
generation
of code directly from a highlevel language description
of a problem
provides a fast, robust, and, therefore,
attractive
alternative.
In this respect,
a problem-specific
code generator,
also known as application

problems

Programme

AE

Otherwise,
automatic
restructuring
of a code for a different
hardware
architecture
can be an unsolved problem for those
applications
developed
with a specific target architecture
in
mind;
in such an implementation,
part of the knowledge
content of the model is lost. This knowledge
may prove to
be invaluable
with respect to an efficient implementation
of
the model on a different
computer
architecture.
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The CTADEL system provides
an automated
means of generating specific high performance
scientific
codes optimized
for serial, vector, or shared virtual
memory and distributed
memory parallel computer
architectures.
One of the key elements of this system is the employment
of algebraic simplification techniques
and powerful
methods for global common
subexpression
elimination
to guarantee
the generation
of efficient high performance
codes for various target
architectures. In this paper we present the CTADEL Code-generation
Tool for Applications
based on Differential
Equations
using
high-level
Language
specifications.
A prototype
implementation has been developed
which is limited
to explicit
finite
difference
methods
as numerical
solution
method.
Performance results of the codes generated
with this prototype
implementation
will be presented for a limited
area numerical weather forecast routine
on various hardware
platforms.
These results show that generation
of efficient
code is well
feasible within
the presented
approach.
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scale. Some hardware
characteristics
of the target architecture
are taken into account for the reduction
in
complexity.
The result is a simplified
intermediate
reprein
sentation
of code.
More details on DICE can be found

3 briefly

inter-

various

5.2.

inference.
The bounds of the computational
domain of each array variable
to be used in the final code is
determined
from the intermediate
code.

Domain

6 discusses
com-

puter architectures
from the intermediate
code. Section 7
presents results of the prototype
implementation
for a limited area numerical
weather forecast system.
To conclude,
in Section 8, we summarize
our results and conclusions.
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In this section a brief introduction
to finite difference methods and staggered grids will be given. For a more detailed
discussion
the reader is referred to a textbook,
e.g. [2].
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Problem

In this section
is described.

Specification
the declarative
The

objective

high-level
of this

language

language

is to

of CTADEL
specify

PDE-problem
in a natural
formulation
of the problem

Features
components
are illustrated
by means
This example
describes
the advec-

div(Vec)

= [“\nabla\cdot”,

X
%
~
%
%
X
I
X
X
X

declare
an n by m grid
grid-point
x distance
grid-point
y distance
u is staggered
in x
v is staggered
in y
fluid
flow
vector
temperature
temperature
derivative
define
2D divergence
eq. for
advection
T3{\partial

t>”.

vet].

A logically
rectangular
grid is defined using a ‘grid’
declaration
which defines the iteration
indices and bounds for
the computational
domain
of the derived (output)
variable
‘dTdt’ as opposed to the fundamental
(input)
variables
‘u’,
‘v’, and ‘t’ whose domains
are to be determined
from their
use. The dktances
between the grid-points
are defined by
the ‘clef’ statements.
Each field of the problem
is declared
using a ‘field’
declaration
stating
the dependency
of the
field on the spatial
coordinates
and its type of staggering.
This implicitly
means that a staggered grid is used through
theuse
ofthe’
stag’ type with the parameters
‘O’ denoting
non-staggering
and ’1’ denoting
staggering
with respect to
x, y, or z. Vectors
are written
using brackets.
By using
this notation
the divergence
of a vector with two coefficients
can be defined.
The only equation
in this example
states
the problem
for one time step. An ‘if’
function
(not used
above)
provides
control
of execution
within
in the example
equations,
so boundary
conditions
can be easily incorporated by e.g. testing
on the value of indices.
Furthermore,
several reduction
and scan functions
are provided.
Finally,
the’latex’
declarations
arenot
essential but useful to override the default
LAW
output
in order to produce
a more
readable
report.
In this example,
~
= V. (w’T)
will be
printed
instead of dTdt = div (w t).

were

grids
in the

Language

j = I:m.
grid
i = l:n,
def hx = l/(n-1)
.
def hy = 1/ (m-1) .
field
u(x, y):
stag(l,
O).
field
v(x, y):
stag(O,l)vector
v = [u,vl.
field
t(x,y).
field
dTdt(x,y).
:= dx A + dy B.
div([A,B])
dTdt = -div(w*t).
= ItT.II
latex
t
= “\frac{\partial
latex
dTdt

the domain.

by Arakawa
[3]. Some typical
in Figure
2. Values
that
are

(d).

tion of temperature
in an incompressible
medium
in twodimensional
geometry
discretized
on a uniform
C-grid
(see
Figure 2c):

An important
consideration
in the choice of finite
difference schemes is the arrangement
of variables
on a grid.
Staggered
grids can be used to avoid producing
separate
solutions
on alternating
grid-points.
This problem
occurs
when partial
derivatives
are approximated
by centered difference quotients.
Consider
for example the approximation
given by Equation
(2). The approximation
of the derivative of variable
u with respect to z is determined
by the
Yj ) at
grid-points
(G+I,
yj )
values U(zi+l,
Yj) and u(w-1,
and (z~.- 1, yj ) respectively,
and is thereby
completely
decoupled from the value u(z~, yj ) at grid-point
(xi, yj ). Th:s
decoupling
results in two separate numerical
solutions
for
the problem
which is clearly undesirable.
This problem
can
the variables
on a grid.
Various
be solved by rearranging
classified
depicted

(c), and E-grid

The high-level
language
of a simple example.

(2)

where

C-grid

one-, two-, or three-dimensional
way, close to the mathematical
in vector notation.

together
with a set of initial
conditions
and a set of boundarv conditions
which are said to hold on the boundary
M2
of the domain Q ~ lR~. Here, w = u,(x, t), i = 1,. . .,Tz, are
scalar functions
of the space coordinates
given by x G Q,
variables
of the problem.
and time t,called the dependent
The space coordinates
x and time t are called the independent variables of the problem.
In this paper we will use the
phrase vaxiable and field interchangeably.
Fi is a function
involving
the u~ as well as their space and time derivatives
and t; is a space differential
operator
which in many cases
is the identity
operator,
i.e. G(w)
= Ui, or the Lwlacian
operator,
i.e. Ci = A = V2.
Specific to finite difference methods is the approximation
of partial
derivatives
by finite
difference
schemes.
These
schemes are based on difference quotients.
For example, the
partial
derivative
of a variable
u with respect to z can be
approximated
using a central difference:

j=

(b),

a
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4.2

Finite

Difference

Discretization

taking
the partial
derivative
of an expression
with respect
toz.
Exploiting
this concept provides
the first pass for the
discretization
of the model equations.
The second pass is
provided
by calling
GPAS as will be discussed in the next
section.
Note, however,
that the user is free to use discrete operators
e.g. one of the ‘dx,’, i = 0,1,2,
directly
to
by-pass the operator
selection
mechanism
if the automatic
discretization
is not according
to his/her
preference.

The method
of operator
overloading
provides
a means for
defining
discrete
operators
that operate
differently
on expressions with different
type of staggering.
This notion is
closely related to the object oriented programming
style. For
example,
let & be atypedescriptor
for expressions
defined
on whole grid points with respect to thez-direction
and let
Sc be a type descriptor
for expressions
defined on staggered
grid points with respect to the z-direction.
Now, the definition of the central difference
of a variable
depends on the
type of staggering
of this variable and the type of staggering
of the result of this operation:
~;(u)

a=(u) =

–

%-–-yl

u

5

In this section optimization
methods
employed
by CTADEL
will be discussed.
More details can be found in [9].

:Sz, c$.(u) : g.

6$(ZL)= “’+:;”’
{ J,.(u)

=

5.1

~, ,_u,_,
2 AX

u : ~~lfim(u)
: Sz
‘u, c$m(u) : G=,

dxO(Expr:

def

dxl(Expr:

stag(l,

Y,Z)):
= (Expr
stag(O,Y,Z)):

While a problem can be conveniently
specified in a compact
form using CTADEL’S high-level
language, the underlying
numerical
complexity
of the problem
can be huge.
Much of
thk complexity
can bereduced
by exploiting
algebraic
simplifiers ofcomputer
algebra packages such as REDUCE [14],
Maple [6], and Mathematica
[24]. However,
most algebraic
simplifiers
of these existing
computer
algebra packages produce expressions
in canonical
forms which areeasy
to read
but not very economical
with respect to arithmetic
complexity. Furthermore,
alargecollection
ofrewriting
rules should
be added considering
axiomatic
laws that describe e.g. the
linearity
of theimplemented
discrete operators.
Therefore,
the decision was made to build a general purpose algebraic
simplifier,
GPAS, with an extensible
rule base.
The role of GPAS is twofold.
Firstly,
to rewrite
the discretizationof
amodelinto
a compact form, and secondly, to
perform
simplifications
on the intermediate
code incollaboration
with the global common
subexpression
eliminator
DICE.
Considering
the latter
case, the aim of GPAS is to
rewrite
expressions into a more efficient form. For example,

stag(O, Y,Z)
- Expr @ (i-l,j,k))/hx.
stag(l,Y,Z)

= (Expr Q (i+l,j,k)
- Expr)/hx.
stag(O,Y,Z)):
stag(O,Y,Z)
- Expr @ (i-l,j,k))/(2*hx).
= (Expr @ (i+l,j,k)
union
dx(Expr)
= [dxO(Expr),
dxl(Expr),
dx2(Expr)l.
def

GPAS

(3)

where Ax denotes the grid-point
dist ante in the x-direction,
u, denotes the discretized
version of a field u, that is, if u
is non-staggered
with respect to x, we have that w = u(zi )
on the grid-points
x,, i = 1, . . . . n and if u is staggered with
respect to m, we have that u, = U(x,+l jz ) on the half grid
1,. ... n. The type of staggering
of a variable
2,+.1/2,
a =
depends on the type of grid (see also Figure 2).
In CTADEL we introduce
the concept of a union of similar
but differently
typed discrete operators.
Using this concept,
the built-in
definitions
of the central differences
corresponding to Equation
(3) are:
def

Optimization

dx2(Expr:

Note theuseof
theparameterized
‘stag’
type:
‘O’ and ’1’
denote non-staggering
or staggering,
respectively.
That is,
we have stag(O,Y,Z)=~=
and stag(l,Y,Z)=Sm
forallvalues of ‘Y’ and ‘Z’. Here, the type parameters
‘Y’ and ‘Z’ are
variable
type parameters
which are used in the definitions
above to copy the type of staggering
with respect to y and
z from the type of the argument
‘Expr’ to the result type
of the operator.
The grid-point
distance
Ax is denoted by
‘hx’.
The definitionof
the ’union’
ofoperators
inthefragment
above provides ameans
for overloading
the ‘dx’ central difference operator.
Operator
identification
then amounts
to
resolving
which of the operators
‘dx,’, i = 0,1,2,
is to be
selected from the union-list
for ‘dx’ to replace the ‘dx’ operator.
If none of the operators
listed can replace the ‘dx’
operator
because one or more types of the arguments
and
result types do not match, an operator
is selected from the
union list which requires
a minimal
total number
of type
conversions.
Type converters
are applied
to the mguments
and result. In general, the use of overloaded
operators
in an
expression
results in sets of feasible types.
Therefore,
type
inference follows a forwrwd/backward
scheme [1]. However,
in contrast
to most programming
languages,
we do not restrict the type of an expression to be unique:
there arecaaes
in which more than one discrete form of an expression
exists. Wlththe
approach presented,
we select the form which
requires the least number
of type (i.e. (de)stagger)
conversions.
The concept of a union provides
a level of abstraction
in such a way that e.g. the ‘dx’ operator
can be viewed as

is rewritten

into

a&(~~=l

~ &(~:=l
{ o
However,
desirable
5.2

W,j,k

)

n<m

ui,~,k

)

n~m>l
otherwise.

in some cases even the first form may be more
depending
on the target computer
architecture.

DICE

While
algebraic
simplification
can only be performed
on
expressions
locally,
the elimination
of common
subexpressions on a global scale may additionally
reduce the computational
complexity
of the solver for a problem
at the
cost of introducing
temporary
variables.
Especially
the application
of finite
difference
operators
inevitably
leads to
arithmetic
expressions involving
many sub-terms
of the form
‘U.i+~,,j+Jj, k+Jk) where u is a three-dimensional
discretized
field and c$;, Jj, dk G IN.
The domain-shift
independent
common-subexpression
eliminator,
DICE, employs methods
to detect
subexpressions
of common
value for which the
computational
domains
are shifted
by a constant
distance
with
respect
to each other.
That
is, the subexpressions
are basically
identical,
but the index of the array variables
comprising
the expression
are offset by a (symbolic)
constant.
In addition,
the eliminator
will find subexpressions

89

Table 1: Number
ofoperations
pergrid-point
per time step
for the Euler equations
compared with different
methods for
common subexpression
elimination
(c.s.e.).
#unary
reins
No c.s.e.
Pre-c.s.e.
Post-c.s.e.
DICE

#add
& sub
49
43
43
38

3
3
3
3

#mul
& div
39
29
34
22

total
arith

#assign
5
31
17
20

91
75
80
63

n common
even when defined on rectangular
subspaces of
the global computational
domain.
These expressions
are
characterized
by the occurrence
of a (symbolic)
constant
index for some of the dimensions
of array variables.
For
Ui ,j ,k and
the
example,
consider
the partial
sum ~~=h+l
The latter expression
is recognized
by
SUm ~~=1 Zh+l,j,k.
DICE
as common
with the former, but defined on a subspace
with k = O and shifted
one grid-point
to the right in the
x-direction.
Therefore,
DICE creates a new temporary
array
u, ,j ,k, and replaces
the latter
variable,
say t, ,J,k = ~~=k+l

Figure
shared

6

3: Data traffic
memory
parallel

Multi-Platform

for domain
splitting
architectures.

Code

methods

with

Generation

sum by ti+l,j,o.
to intrinsic

also interacts
and linear

pW’SSiOII

10g(Ut,j,k)

DICE

–

with GPAS
operators.
10g(?&l,

j,k)

In this section the generation
of high performance
codes for
various types of hardware
platforms
will be discussed.

to minimize
function
calls
For example,
for the exDICE

creates

a temporwy,

and replaces the expression
with
t%,j,k
– t%_~,j,k.
However,
if log(u),
and hence t, does not
appear elsewhere in the model, then DICE may call GPAS to
/u, – 1,J ,k )
rewrite the expression into the expression bg(’%,j,k
elsewhere in the code.
since
log(ut,j,k
) is not needed
SaY

tw,k

=

log(ui,~,k

6.1

),

Determination
Domains

of the

Bounds

for the

Computational

Prior to the generation
of code for a specific computer
architecture,
the bounds for the computational
domain
of each
(temporary)
array variable
are derived
symbolically
from
the intermediate
code by following
deffuse chains in order
to be able to generate declarations
and loop bounds for the
(temporary)
arrays used in the code to solve the problem.
Furthermore,
the domain
splitting
method
for parallel
architectures
requires an additional
phase for inference of the
bounds for the sub-domains.

In Table 1, several methods
for the detection
and the
elimination
of common subexpressions
are compared
for the
time-dependent
Euler equations
for an inviscid,
compressible flow in a two-dimensional
geometry
discretized
on an
E-grid with unit grid-point
distances.
The number of arithmetic operations
and the total number
of assignments
to
(temporary)
variables per grid-point
per time step are shown.
In the second method
(pre-c.s.e.),
common-subexpression
elimination
is employed
on the dkcretized
equations
before
the discrete operators
are expanded.
In our experience,
this
is the strategy
often exploited
by human programmers.
In
the third method
(post-c. s.e.), common subexpression
elimination
is employed
after expanding
the discrete operators
of the discretized
model equations.
The fourth
method
is
the method
employed
by DICE as described
above.

6.2

Target

Architectures

Serial
architectures.
serial architectures.

Fortran

77 code

is generated

for

Vector
architect
ures.
The code generated
for vector architectures
consists of Fortran
77 code with loops structured
in such a way that vector operations
can be optimized
by
the back-end compiler.

A trade-off
between the reduced computational
complexity and the incurred
additional
memory usage plays an important
role in the generation
of efficient code. On the one
hand, the global common
subexpression
eliminator
should
be able to detect as many subexpressions
as possible.
On
the other hand, addition
of new temporary
array variables
in the code should be minimized
to keep memory usage low.
To this end, DICE builds an intermediate
representation
of
the code using a directed
acyclic graph (DAG).
Each node
in the graph represents
an aggregate
array operation,
or
DICE
data-parallel
operation.
After the DAG is completed,
adopts an iterative
scheme [1] to compute
the fixed-point
DAG representation
of the code under the removal of nodes
by substitution
of the array operation
in the appropriate
expressions.
A node is removed based on a heuristic
cost
criterion
specified
by a hardware
architecture
description.
Finally,
for each remaining
node in the DAG a temporary
array variable
is introduced.

Data
parallel
tran 90 code
ments.

systems.
is generated

For the data-parallel
code, Forincluding
HPF ‘FORALL’ state-

Shared
virtual
memory
parallel
systems.
For shared
memory parallel computers
where each processor is equipped
with local memory, a SPMD Fortran 77 code is generated using a domain splitting
method to split the global domain into
sub-domains.
Domain
splitting
methods are widely used for
the parallelization
of scientific
models, see e.g. [4]. The input for each solver for a sub-domain
is copied from shared to
local memory.
In general, the sub-domains
have overlapping
regions.
By allowing
overlapping
regions, each subdivided
problem
can be solved independently
using local memory
only, thereby
avoiding
data traffic
between shared and local memory.
After each solver is completed,
the output
is
copied back from local to shared memory, see Figure 3.

90

I

mterconnecuon

The physics routines
compute
parameterized
processes
which are described
by the aggregate
effect of the physical
processes with scales smaller than the model resolution.

mxwork
!

boil m~m

lmxil mem

local mem

PI

P2

P3

Figure
4:
Explicit
communication
methods with distributed
memory

lwd

In the dynamics routines,
a set of three-dimensional
coupled nonlinear
hyperbolic
partial
differential
equations
is
solved. Within
the dynamics routines,
the DYN routine computes the explicit
tendencies
of the five prognostic
variables
for each time step, Several solution
methods
have been im-

mem
P4

for
parallel

plemented.
Most of them use explicit
Eulerian
grid-point
finite differencing
on a staggered Arakawa
C-grid with centered space-differencing
and leap-frog
time-differencing,
resulting
in a second order accuracy
of the approximations.
DYN
is a time-consuming
routine containing
718 lines of Fortran 77 code optimized
for vector architectures.
This routine
can be reasonably
efficiently
parallelized
for different parallel
programming
paradigms
[8].

domain
splitting
architectures.

Distributed
memory
parallel
systems,
SPMD
Fortran 77 code using PVM
version
3 is generated
for distributed
memory
parallel
computers.
A domain
splitting
method
is used to minimize
the amount
of inter-processor
communication.
Similar
to the previous
type of code, the
sub-domains
have mutually
overlapping
regions containing
duplicated
data from logically
neighboring
processors,
see
Figure 4. This way, each subdivided
problem
can be solved
independently
after a data exchange phase.
Message vectorization
and combining
optimizations
are performed
to
minimize
communication
overhead.
Currently
we only allow two-dimensional
(z and y) data decompositions.
This is
sufficient
for most atmospheric
models with two- and threedimensional
grids.
The PVM
primitives
can be easily replaced by MPI primitives.
7

7.2

Results

The

HI RLAM

Weather

Forecast

Results

system was used to generate five different codes
The CTADEL
DYN
routine almost difor the the computationally
intensive
level-l
rectly from a mathematical
description
of the HIRLAM
model:
a serial and vector version (same Fortran
77 code,
vectorization
performed
by the back-end
compiler),
a dataparallel Fortran 90 version, a shared virtual
memory parallel
version,
and a distributed
memory
parallel
version.
Three
DYN
code were available
which
versions of the hand-written
are considered
as being ‘best by man’: the original
production Fortran
77 code optimized
for vector architectures,
a
data-parallel
Fortran
90 version
(see [8, 25]) derived from
the original
code, and a domain-splitting
version (see [8]).
We used these three codes as reference codes for the CTADEL
experiments.

In this section performance
results of multi-platform
generated codes for the HIRLAM weather
forecast
system are
presented
and compared
with the hand-written
production
codes.
The development
of the CTADEL system received a major impetus
by the request of the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological
Institute
for efficient
codes for vector and parallel computer
architectures
to solve the HIRLAM limited
area
numerical
weather
forecast model [16]. Over the past few
years, several parallel implementations
of the forecast model
have been realized:
a data-parallel
implementation
[25], a
message-passing
version [13], a data-transposition
code [18],
and others.
All modifications
required
for these implementations
were made by hand starting
from the (vectorized)
HIRLAM reference code. As a result, several versions of the
forecast system are now available,
which all differ significantly from the reference code. Clearly,
this is an undesirable situation
from a maintenance
point
of view.
It also
hampers
the easy inclusion
of new insights
into the model
by meteorologists,
since they are not acquainted
with the
parallelization
techniques.
7.1

Performance

For the hand-written
reference and the generated
dataparallel
Fortran
90 codes on the MasPar
MP-1 and CRAY
T3D directives
had to be added manually
to distribute
the
two-dimensional
horizontal
domain
using the cyclic (MasPar MP-1)
and blocked
(CRAY
T3D) distributions.
Furthermore,
all arrays were aligned in memory
by setting the
lower bounds of the array declarations
equal.
The performance
of the codes was measured
on an HP
9000/720
system (f77 -K +03), SGI Indy and Indigo
systems (f 77 -03 -ddopt
-static),
a Convex C4 system (f c
-noautopar
-02, one CPU),
a CRAY
C98 system (cf77
-Oscalar3
-Ovector3
-OtaskO,
one CPU active),
a MasPar MP-1 system (1024 PEs, SIMD architecture,
mpfortrsn
-Ornax), and a CRAY
T3D (128 PEs, MIMD
architecture
with a logically
shared memory,
but physically
distributed
memory,
cf77 -Oscalar3
-X).
Table 2 shows the performance
of the hand-written
reference and CTADEL generated
Fortran
77 DYN codes for serial and vector architectures
with a 110 x 100 x 16 grid,
one of the grid sizes used for the weather
predictions
of
the operational
HIRLAM system. Further optimization
of the
CTADEL generated codes using standard
compiler restructuring transformations
like loop fusion, loop reversal and array
contraction
is denoted by ‘ (+opt.)’.
These manually
applied
loop-baaed
and array-contraction
optimizations
reduced the
memory usage of the generated code. These techniques
have
been used in the hand-written
code to keep memory
usage
low.
The memory
usage of the generated
codes is 3.8 to
4.6 times higher than the hand-written
code without
these
optimizations
and only 1.08 to 1.4 times higher with these
optimizations
applied to the generated codes. These modifications can be obtained
automatically
using a restructuring
compiler,
like the MT1 restructuring
compiler
[5].

System

(High
Resolution
Limited
Area Model)
sysThe HIRLAM
tem [16] is a numerical
weather
forecast system developed
by the HIRLAM-project
group, a cooperative
project
of Denmark, Finland,
Iceland,
Ireland,
The Netherlands,
Norway,
is in operational
use at several Euroand Sweden. HIRLAM
weather
forecast model conpean countries.
The HIRLAM
tains five atmospheric
prognostic
variables:
two horizontal
wind components,
temperature,
specific humidity,
and surface pressure.
The computational
core of the HIRLAM production
code is provided
by the dynamics
and the physics
routines.
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Table

2: Elapsed

time

(ins)

3: Elapsed

time

and vector

DYN

(ins)

of parallel

parallel
parallel

hand-written
code
generated
code

a 110 x 100 x 16 grid.
Vector architectures
CRAY
Convex C4
203
192
180

codes on MasPar

DYN

and CRAY

87.4
86.3

CRAY

Shared virt. mem. hand-written
code
Shared virt. mem. generated
code
Shared virt. mem. generated
code (+opt.)
Distributed
mem. generated
code
Distributed
mem. generated
code (+opt.)

29x29x16
4 PE I 16 PE
44.2
124 I
119
35.5
110
35.4
101
37.0
100
36.2

;ri
64 PE
16.0
11.4
11.1
15.5
15.3

61 x 61
16
~ 4P
483 I
479
472
420
II 418 I

C98
99.4
91.0
80.7

systems.

125 x 125 x 16 grid
1980
1603

T3D
x 16 grid
P
141
44.2
124
35.5
132
35.4
112
37.2
120 I
36.3

125 x 125 x 16 grid
~
1878
1929
1912
1664
II 1645

I

I

512 I
486
512
421
456 I

141
124
132
112
120 I

problem
in a natural
way; its power of expressiveness
is close
to the declarative
mathematical
formulation
of the model.

Table 3 shows the performance
of the hand-written
referDYN
codes: data paralence and CTADEL generated
parallel
lel Fortran 90 DYN;ode,
shar~d virtual
memory parall~l DYN
code, and distributed
memory parallel
code (only generated
code, no hand-written
code).
is
from Tables 2 and 3 it can be concluded
that CTADEL
able to generate efficient codes. Most of the codes even outperformed
the hand-written
codes; we measured
a speedup
of up to 7.3% on serial architectures
(HP 9000/720),
13%
and 23~0 speedup on Convex C4 and CRAY
C98 systems,
respectively,
up to 24% speedup on MasPar
(125 x 125 x 16
grid),
and a speedup
of up to 44% on the CRAY
T3D
(29 x29x
16 grid, 64 PEs). However,
for the CRAY
T3D,
the time to copy shared arrays from/to
local (private)
arup to %~o
of the total
elapsed
rays is costly:
from 13%
time. Performance
can be improved
by using message passing code [8] instead
which is currently
being included
in
CTADEL. The codes with manually
applied
loop-baaed
and
array-contraction
optimizations
are only more efficient
in
general on serial architectures.

8

T3D

MasPar MP-1 (1024 PEs)
61 x 61 x 16 grid
508
412

29 x 29 x 16 grid
Data
Data

codes with

Serial architectures
SG I Indigo
HP 720
SG I Indy
4390
2110
4870
2658
9240
6740
4111
2126
4540

Hand-written
code
Generated
code
Generated
code (+opt.)

Table

of serial
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